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ABSTRACT 

Dream is a state of mind which is dominated by mind and it’s projections resulting 

in experiences of divergent nature, which may or may not have any significance.  It’s 

in a twilight zone of sleep and wakefulness that a person experiences dreams and 

this state has been recognized as one of most thrilling experiences by the mankind 

since the very remote times. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Upanishads have dealt in depth this state of the psyche with illustrative evidences. 

Brihadaranyaka Upanisad says – “there are no true chariots, no beautiful roads, no 

colourful scenes, no rivers, and no greeneries. But the Jivatman (the inner soul) 

creates all these beautiful things for his satisfaction and enjoys thoroughly, even 

though in the real life all these are beyond the realms of imagination” (1). 

 Dream is a state where     sense organs continue to be overcome by Tamas, but the 

mind along with its projections is dominated by Rajas and is kept active.  Bhela 

Samhita defines dream as a state where the organs of sense get exhausted and keep 

themselves away from their respective objects, but the mind continues to enjoy its 

perceptions (2). It’s really interesting to note that Sankara , noted  propounder of 

Advaita School, has not only subscribed to similar view, but used almost the same 

“wording”(3), so does Vagbhata(4 . Both Yogavasistha(5) and Vasishta Samhita(6) 

generally concur with this view but go on to describe the dream phenomenon in their 

own poetic style. 

Describing the physiopathology of dream phenomenon Caraka holds that all three 

dosas in their exceedingly aggravated state fill the Manovahasrotamsi (‘channels’ 

for movements and activities of ‘mind’) and cause terrible dreams in ominous 

situations(7). Cakrapani clarifies about the usage Manovahasrotamsi stating that in 

the current context, these channels refer to ten vessels attached to heart in as much 
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as the heart is the seat of mind(8). Todara  in his illustrious work Ayurveda Soukham 

concurs with Caraka’s concept on the process of dream formation.  It is interesting 

to note that Todaca has considered syapa (sleep)as  of types-swapna & sushukti. This 

appears to be a distinct concept from the rest.   

Dwidha swpnasushuptibhyam swapo bahyendriyani chet. 

Liyate hridi jagranti chittam swapnah taduchayte 

Manah chelliyate prane sushuptih syattadaatmanah    Todara 3/231 

“Syapa (sleep) is of two types viz, svapna (light sleep) and sushupti (deep sleep). 

When the external senses get submerged in the heart while the chitta (mind) is still 

awake (active), it is called the state of svapna. If the mind gets submerged in the 

prana (elan vital), then it is called the state of sushupti.” 

 

Dreams occur neither in the state of deep sleep or awakened state but are experienced 

only in a state characterized by a meeting point of these two states – Natiprasuptah(9). 

Vedanta Darsana  too has made similar observations.  Dreams occur generally either 

just before one falls fast asleep or just before one gets fully awakened from sleep. 

When the sense organs are not alive to external world, but the mind is, dream results. 

When mind too isolates itself with Prana, sleep results.  A state of restlessness 

characterises the state of dream and this instability in the mental projections is the 
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one factor which differentiates the dream from sleep.  At times the term swapnah 

has often been used to mean sleep. Both  Caraka(10) and Cakrapani(11) have resorted 

to such usage.  In Ayurveda terminology the word Diwaswapnam is employed to 

represent day sleep and has nothing to do with day dreaming. Amarakosa has dubbed 

Swapnam &Nidra  as synonymous- samanarthakah nidra sayana swapa swapna 

sanvesha tandra      Amarakosa  1/7/36/2/1 

 

Prasastapada a noted commentator of Vaisesika school discusses three types of 

dreams based on causes for the manifestation of dreams- Psychic impressions 

(Samskarah), disequilibrium of the bodily humors (Dhatudosapradosha) and the 

“unseen” (Adrishta)(12). Ayurveda texts too have made similar observations. Susruta 

holds that the corporeal self  (Bhutatma), in association with the psyche dominated 

with activity (rajas) experiences divergent dreams in accordance with the psychic 

impressions carried from the past life (purvadehanubhutamstu) (13). Interestingly 

Bhela admits that during the dream state the dreaming individual can establish a 

verbal conference with his ancestors (pitru) divine beings (deva) and other human 

beings (manushya) (14). Ayurveda implicates Tridosha in the very manifestation of 

morbid  dreams(15). However the term “Adrishta” in relation to dreams does not seem 

to have made way in Ayurveda literature. However  “Daiva” is an accepted entity in 
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Ayurveda and it is used to mean psychic impressions (Karma) Divine beings (Deva) 

and unseen (Adrishta). 

 Ayurveda has advocated three categories of approaches to treatment            

1. Daivavyapasraya 2. Sattvavajaya and 3. Yuktivyapasraya5. 

 Daivavyapasraya represents empirical application of magicoreligious 

practices, derived basically from Atharvan literature. Daiva refers to acts of past life 

and the diseases linked with such acts are treated under this category. 

The word ‘Daiva’ refers to three different but related entities. 

1) devah suraah  surayonayascha  ( Dalhana on susruta  sutra  11/54) Divine or 

celestial personalities, derived from the root ‘Di’ to shine. 

2) Daivamadrushtam  (Cakrapani  on Charaka  Sutra 11/54 ) destiny, fate or 

fortune, that which is not seen or known  

3) nirdidishtam daiva sabdena karma yadpourvadaihikam8 – (Charaka  Sharira  

1/116)  the acts of past life, and their dispositions. This meaning is particularly 

important because this has a relevance to the concept of rebirth to which 

Ayurveda subscribes.  

‘Daiva’ thus relates to all that, which is acquired before birth by the descent 

(inheritance) in the long course of evolution. The hereditary tendencies that are due 

to familial inheritance, class or caste in which one is born (Jati), lineage (kula) such 
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as professional, geographical descent (desa) and the age (kala/ yuga) in which one 

is born (descent), all of them have their own influence in developing good or bad 

qualities possessed by an individual. Thus Daiva refers to divine, destiny and deeds 

of past, all of which are unseen, because of which the individual has to enjoy or 

suffer with this embodiment.  

 

Seven types of dreams have been identified by Caraka(16) - Drishta (seen) 

sruta(heard) Anubhuta (experienced) Prarthita (desired) Kalpita (Imagined) 

Bhavika (predictive) and Dosaja (humoral). 

Seen, heard and experienced are mere repetitions of the forms of the things 

apprehended visually, by audition or by other means, during the waking states.  

Desired dreams are of the nature of fulfillment of wishes concerning things seen, 

sounds heard and any other experience through other perceptive faculty.  

Prasastapada holds that an individual by the force of kama (passion) or 

krodha(anger) wishes to fulfil the desires, experienced in the dream state. Imagined 

are neither reproductions of experiences of the waking state or the desired, but are 

spontaneous and exaggerated creations of mind. Predictives are the dreams, which 

predict or forebode the events that may manifest in future. Sankara has used 

“sucaka” to denote this type of dream. Kusumanjali,  a treatise in Sanskrit composed 

around 10 th century AD ,  too holds that some dreams may turn out  to be true events 
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in future.  Dosaja dreams basically have their source in deranged Dosas. Sankara in 

another context, regards sleep a phantom experience.   

 

Caraka holds that of the first five of the seven types of dreams (cited above), , those 

dreams  that are experienced during the day time, those that are either too short or 

too long are not meaningful (aphala) as far as the physician is concerned in as much 

as they do not have prodromal value. Dreams experienced in the first part of the 

night are less meaningful.  Dreams experienced in the last part of night, if are not 

followed by sleep are highly meaningful (17). Inauspicious dream followed by 

auspicious one has auspicious value (18).  Predictive dream may have auspicious or 

inauspicious results and dosaja leads to disease (19). Pancatantra a popular work on 

short stories, holds the dreams experienced by the diseased, grieved, depressed, and 

passioned and by an alcoholic has no workable value (20). 

 

Both Susruta and Vagbhata describe the types of dreams seen by the individuals by 

the very nature of their psychosomatic constitution (Prakritih).  The one with vata 

constitution experiences flying in the space and climbing mountains and tall trees 

(21), (22). The one dominated by pittam visualises the trees like Butea frondosa 

(Palasa) Datura metal (Kanaka), and also sees fire, lightening and other electrical 

manifestations (23, 24). The individuals of kaphaja types see lotus flowers (kamala), 

swans (hamsa) and beautiful lakes and rivers(25,26). 
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Caraka and Cakradatta also discuss and describe the dreams as prominent 

symptoms of disease and death.  A variety of dreams are listed which suggest the 

further manifestation of diseases like insanity and those which are indicative of 

imminent death.  In addition the nature of the dreams appearing in specific disease 

groups are also mentioned (Caraka samhita Indriya sthana, chap 5, and Astanga 

Sangraha/Hridaya sarira sthana chap.6).  
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